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ABSTRACT

The SCALE code system has a standardized scheme tor processing problem-dependent cross
sections from problem-independent master libraries. Some improvements and new capabilities in the
processing scheme have been incorporated into the new Version 4 release of the SCALE system.
The new features include the capability to consider annular cylindrical and spherical unit cells, an
improved Dancoff factor formulation, and changes to the NITAWL-II module to perform resonance
self-shielding with reference to infinite dilute values. A review of these major changes in the cross-
section processing scheme for SCALE-4 is presented in this paper.



INTRODUCTION

One of the major objectives in the development of the SCALE system was to create a
standardized scheme for the preparation of problem-dependent cross-section data. The Material
Information Processor (MIPLIB) is a library of subroutines that was developed to help meet this
objective. The function of MIPLIB within each SCALE sequence is to read the input on material
compositions and geometry pertinent to cross-section processing, access the Standard Composition
Library for information required to determine nuclidc atom densities and resonance data, and
establish the input and execution sequence for the functional modules (BONAMI-S, NITAWL-II,
XSDRNPM-S, and ICE-S). The basic scheme incorporated in MIPLIB has not changed significantly
since the release of SCALE-1 in 1982; however, improvements and new capabilities continue to be
added. The SCALE-4 version has important changes in MIPLIB and NITAWL-II that affect the
cross-section processing. The purpose of this paper is to present and discuss these changes.

ANNULAR UNIT CELL GEOMETRY

Cross-section processing for large arrays of slabs, fuel pins, or spherical pellets are obtained
by specifying the LATTICECELL option in the input read by MIPLIB. When this option is used,
the mixtures specified in the unit cell have resonance self-shielding and Dancoff corrections applied
to the cross sections of the nuclidcs utilized in the cell. The choices of cell configurations allowed
by MIPLIB are limited lo infinitely long cylindrical rods in a square or triangular lattice, spheres in
a cubic or triangular lattice, a symmetric array of slabs, or an asymmetric array of slabs. Prior to
SCALE-4, the cylindrical and spherical cells were constrained lo a central fuel region surrounded by
an optional gap, an optional clad, and an external moderator. In SCALE-4 annular cell
configurations have been added. Annular cylindrical and spherical cells consist of a central (second)
moderator region surrounded by a fuel region having an optional gap and optional clad on each side
of the fuel. The gap, if present, is identical on both sides of the fuel. The clad, if present, is identical
in dimension and composition on both sides of the fuel. The outer region of the cell is filled with
an external (first) moderator. The moderator materials and the thicknesses of the two moderator
regions need not be the same. A schematic of the new annular cylindrical and spherical cell
geometries is shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

CALCULATION OF DANCOFF FACTORS

Resonance self-shielding corrections are performed in SCALE using the BONAMI and/or
NITAWL codes. The Nordheim Integral Treatment is applied by NITAWL to process cross-section
data having resonance parameters. The Nordheim method was designed to treat a single fuel
(absorber) lump in an infinite moderator. To account for the heterogeneous effects of a lattice of
fuel lumps, a correction known as the Dancoff factor is applied to the leakage probability from the
lump. The Dancoff factor corresponds to the first-flight transmission probability. When the
LATTICECELL option is specified, routines in MIPLIB are used to calculate the Dancoff factor for
each region of the cell. The improvements in the calculation of the Dancoff factor that are provided
in SCALE-4 are discussed in this section.

The intcrlump Dancoff factor is the probability that a neutron emitted isotropically from the
outer surface of one absorber lump will pass through the external media and enter a neighboring
absorber lump. The algorithms used by MIPLIB for LATTICECELL problems were originally
developed in SUPERDAN,1 a program which performs a double numerical integration to analytically



Fig. 1. Arrangement of materials in a cylindrical (ASQUAREPITCH) or spherical
(ASPHSQUAREP) square-pitch unit cell.
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Fig. 2. Arrangement of materials in a cylindrical (ATRIANGPITCH) or spherical
(ASPHTRIANGP) triangular-pitch unit cell.



determine the Duncol'f factor for lattices of spheres, infinitely long cylinders, or infinite slabs. In each
case, the program accounts for any cladding that might be present in the cell geometry. For a
particular fuel lump, the total Dancoff factor is calculated for the appropriate lattice. The
overshadowing of one neighboring lump by another is accounted for analytically and includes all
nearest and second-nearest neighbors. Figure 3 represents cylindrical pins in a square lattice, and
Fig. 4 represents cylindrical pins in a triangular lattice. The Dancoff factor is the summation of the
Dancoff factors of all lattice neighbors visible to the lump.

For problems where the particle sizes are small and/or the moderator density approaches zero,
third- and subsequent-nearest neighbors can be very important to an accurate evaluation of the
multiplication factor, kcff. In order to approximate the interaction to the third and subsequent nearest
neighbors, a simple correction was applied to the Dancoff factor calculation performed in SCALE-4.
The correction factor, CF, is determined by repeating the Dancoff calculation using a void in the
place of the moderator material. This calculation yields a Dancoff factor, Do, which represents the
fraction of the solid angle that is being treated by the SUPERDAN algorithms. Since the true solid
angle should be 1.0, the untreated solid angle is 1.0 - Do. An exponential attenuation based on the
total cross section, £,-, of the moderating media and the average distance d to the first untreated row
of particles is applied to the untreated solid angle, i.e.,

CF = (1.0 - D0)eE r ' .

This correction (actor is then added to the Dancoff factor value (D) calculated via the SUPERDAN
algorithms, i.e.,

DF = D+ CF ,

where DF is t.,c corrected total Dancoff factor. The correction factor is designed to err un the high

side (f is se'octed for the first untreated row), thus leading to a positive effect on DF and, also k,.fr
for typical low-enriched systems. Tius, any bias in kcH will be positive rather than negative. Typically
the correction is very small and has .ittle effect on the calculated kcff of the system.

An important attribute of the new Dancoff treatment is that the correct limits are obtained
for cases in which the particle size and/or the moderator cross section are very small. As the
moderator cross section approaches zero, the above equations indicate that the value for DF correctly
approaches 1.0. In order to verify the new Dancoff factor treatment for particle size variations, a
problem consisting of a triangular-pitch lattice of spherical particles was analyzed with SCALE-4,
XSDRNPM using ROLAIDS,2 and MCNP.3 ROLAIDS does a point-energy slowing-down
calculation for generating resonance region cross sections and has been used routinely in the past for
calculations where there has been a breakdown observed in the Nordheim Integral Treatment. The
MCNP code is a Monte Carlo continuous energy code. For these calculations, the dodecahedral cell
of spheres in a close-packed lattice was modeled explicitly in MCNP. The results of the kx

calculations using SCALE-3, SCALE-4, ROLAIDS/XSDRNPM, and MCNP are given in Table 1.
The SCALE-4 results are in excellent agreement with the ROLAIDS/XSDRNPM and MCNP results
and show significant improvement over the SCALE-3 treatment as the particle size decreases towards
the limiting case of an infinite homogeneous system.
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Fig. 3. Representation of a lump and its neighbors for cylindrical pins in a square lattice.
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Fig. 4. Representation of a lump and its neighbors for cylindrical pins in a triangular lattice.



Table 1, Comparison of kB values obtained by several analysis
tools for lattice of dodccahcdral cells

Fuel
volume
fraction

0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33

0.63
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.63

Spherical
particle*
diameter

(cm)

1.0
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.02
0.002

Infinite
homogeneous

1.0
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

Infinite
homogeneous

Standard
SCALE

1.326
1.302
1.291
1.277
1.256
1.220
0.881"
0.570b

1.254

1.131
1.105
1.094
1.081
1.062
1.031
1.093

Infinite multiplication factor, kw

Modified
SCALE

1.328
1.309
1.302
1.295
1.287
1.277
1.260b

1.265"
1.254

1.133
1.112
1.106
1.100
1.093
1.085
1.093

ROLAIDS/
XSDRNPM

1.324
1.305
1.298
1.290
1.282
1.272
1.250
1.250
1.248

1.127
1.111
1.107
1.102
1.098
1.093
1.085

MCNP

1.321 ± 0.002

1.292 + 0.003

1.249 ± 0.010

1.251 ± 0.002

1.139 ± 0.003

1.105 ± 0.005

1.102 ± 0.006
1.082 ± 0.002

"Spherical U(2.32)O2 particles in unborated water.
bXSDRNPM cases did not converge in 25 outer iterations.

Prior to the addition of annular unit cells in SCALE-4, the interaction probabilities calculated
for nuclides in the clad and moderator regions assumed a slab geometry. The moderator nuclides
were assumed to be located in an isolated (no Dancoff correction) slab with a thickness based on the
lattice pitch. For typical lattice pitches, this treatment is effectively equivalent to infinite dilution.
Also, in SCALE-3, the clad nuclides were only corrected with interlump (outer surface) Dancoff
factors, no inner surface Dancoff factor was calculated. In SCALE-4, a scheme to calculate the
Dancoff factor for annular regions has been implemented such that the total Dancoff factor is a
weighted sum of the interlump factor and the probability of a neutron emitted on the inner surface
of the annulus reentering the annulus without experiencing a collision. The weighting factors are the
inner and outer surface areas of the annular region.

DF = (A.C,, +

where
DF is the total Dancoff factor,
A,, is the outer surface area of the region,



Q is the Dancoff factor associated with the outer surface (the interlump Dancoff factor),
Ai is the inner surface area of the region,
C, is the Dancoff factor associated with the inner surface.

Algorithms for the calculation of Q have been derived for MIPLIB from the ROLAIDS code and
are based on procedures described in rcf. 4 (spherical shells) and ref. 5 (cylindrical shells). The
N1TAWL-II code also calculates escape probabilities for annular systems based on algorithms from

For problems with important resonance nuclides in the clad or moderator region, the more
improved SCALE-4 treatment for calculating interaction probabilities can have a significant effect
on calculation of kcH. Figure 5 shows the effect of the improvement for a kett calculation of a system
of mLxed oxide pins surrounded by a fissile solution.6 However, even with the improved Dancoff
formulations, it should be remembered that when nuclides with the same resonance structure are in
uvo different cell regions, limitations of the Nordheim Integral Treatment do not allow accurate
calculation of the interaction probabilities.
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Fig. 5. Calculated results of experiments with increasing Pu+U content.



NEW PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING SHIELDED DATA

The N1TAWL code only considers isolated single-level Breit-Wigner resonances. Originally,
the NITAVVL code used the Nordhcim treatment to calculate resonance self-shielding effects over
an energy range chosen to ensure only a small portion of the resonance integral is neglected. The
regions above and below this range arc called the upper and lower "wings" of the resonance. This
procedure required that the basic processing code (e.g., XLACS in the AMPX system7) used to
produce multigroup libraries prcprocess the wing corrections into the background cross section. The
basic processing code was required to know exactly the energy range over which the resonances would
be self-shielded and thereby precluded the use of the Nordheim treatment with libraries not based
on this knowledge. Special wing treatments were also needed in NITAWL to accurately handle the
wing corrections.

With NITAWL-II, the resonance self-shielding is made with reference to infinite dilution
values. This new processing scheme is formulated to calculate the difference between self-shielded
values and the corresponding infinite dilution values instead of just calculating self-shielded values
that either replace or add to prcproccsscd background values. Ail this is accomplished by making the
Nordhcim treatment determine point cross-section values over the resonance range al two
temperatures: (1) the "problem" temperature, and (2) a reference temperature at which the basic
cross sections were produced. The reference temperature is carried as part of the resonance
information on the master cross-section library. After the point cross sections arc determined, the
flux calculation is made, exactly as in previous versions of NITAWL, using the cross sections at the
problem temperature. Both sets of cross sections are then passed to TRAPZ, the subroutine in
which the point values arc group averaged. The point cross sections at the problem temperature are
averaged over the problem fluxes to create a group-averaged value, Ip. The point cross sections at
the "reference" temperature arc group-averaged using a smooth function, consisting of a 1/E flux tied
to a Maxwellian spectrum at five times the reference temperature and which peaks at the reference
temperature. Weighting the point cross sections over a 1/E flux yields a group-average infinite
dilution value, Iid, at the reference temperature. Thus, in NITAWL-II,

where

Aw = IP - lid a n d

ffij = group-averaged reference infinite dilution values calculated by the base processing code
(eg., XLACS).

The new NITAWL-II approach has several advantages over any of the previous
implementations:

(1) the preprocessing code is made simpler by removing any requirement that it have prior
knowledge of the Nordheim treatment; for example, it does not have to produce background
cross sections that contain "wings," (= 1 resonances, etc.;

(2) since the output of the calculation is a difference between the shielded value and an infinite
dilution value, the effect of using different procedures (integration schemes, energy meshes,
etc.) is a second-order error;



(3) the new treatment allows one to decide which resonances or group of resonances (£=(), t = 1,
etc.) arc important enough to include in the treatment; and

(4) the Nordhcim calculation can be performed with any library which used 1/E weighting in the
resonance range.

The format of the master library used in NITAWL-II is identical to that used by previous
versions of the code. However, there are several differences which redefine some of the parameters
within the library. One obvious difference is that the new libraries will contain no unresolved
resonance data, since the provision for performing an unresolved calculation has been removed from
NITAWL-II. The second major difference is that in the group-averaged parameters, the values are
expected to be infinite dilution values and not background values as in earlier versions. All of the
cross-section libraries released with SCALE-4 arc compatible with the NITAWL-II requirements.
To make use of an earlier AMPX master library in NITAWL-II, a simple conversion program called
CORECTOL has been developed and released with SCALE-4.1.

SUMMARY

The capabilities of the cross-section processing scheme in the SCALE system has been
improved with the release of SCALE-4. Processing of cross sections for lattices of annular cylindrical
and spherical cells is now allowed. The capability to perform resonance processing for annular
regions also improved the accuracy of the processing for clad and moderator regions in regular
cylindrical and spherical unit cells. The interlump Dancoff factor formulation has also been refined
to approximate the effect of neighbors (third neighbors and beyond) not considered in the algorithms
obtained from SUPERDAN. Finally, the self-shielding performed by NITAWL-II is made with
reference to infinite dilution cross sections. This improvement simplifies the processing scheme and
allows any AMPX master library with 1/E flux weighting to be used by NITAWL-II.
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